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ABSTRACT
In recent years, machine learning has been increasingly applied to
the area of mental health diagnosis, treatment, support, research,
and clinical administration. In particular, using less-invasive wear-
ables combined with the artificial intelligence to monitor, or diag-
nose the mental diseases has tremendous needs in real practice.
To this end, we propose a novel approach for automatic detection
of major depressive disorder. Firstly, spontaneous activity phys-
ical data are recorded by a watch-type device equipped with an
activity monitor. Subsequently, a bag-of-behaviour-words approach
is applied to extract higher representations from the raw sensor
data in an unsupervised scenario. Finally, a support vector machine
is selected as the classifier to make the predictions on screening
the major depressive disorder. There are 69 healthy control sub-
jects, and 14 major depressive disorder patients involved in this
study. The experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of
the proposed method in a rigorous subject-independent test, which
achieves an unweighted average recall at 59.3 % (an accuracy of
66.0 %). This unweighted average recall significantly (𝑝 < .05, one-
tailed 𝑧-test) outperforms human hand-crafted features with an
unweighted average recall at 53.6 % (an accuracy of 61.7 %).
∗Björn W. Schuller is also with the ZD.B Chair of Embedded Intelligence for Health
Care and Wellbeing, University of Augsburg, Germany.
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1 INTRODUCTION
Major depressive disorder (MDD), defined as a psychiatric disease
of having the presence of mood disturbances consistently for more
than several weeks [3], affects approximately 3 % of the global pop-
ulation (216 million people) [10]. The previous studies showed that,
MDD sufferers could have high risks for cardiovascular morbidity
and mortality [11], coronary artery disease, myocardial infarction,
and sudden cardiac death [1, 18]. In addition, the risks for suicide
will be increased when people are in depression [9, 20]. Therefore,
an objective evaluation of depressive mood is vital in terms of the
diagnosis and treatment of depressive disorders [14]. Within the
fast development of advanced wearable and/or biomedical sensing
technologies, it is feasible to collect, and analyse long-term, continu-
ous biomedical signals, which may benefit the area of automatically
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tracking themental health status of subjects [16]. In particular, there
are tremendous needs in real practice to use the state-of-the-art
signal processing and machine learning techniques for analysing
the physiological signals, which will lead to the development of
portable, less/non-invasive devices for screening, monitoring, and
managing a subject’s mental health. In this light, we propose a novel
bag-of-behaviour-words (BoBW) approach for detection of MDD
from spontaneous physical activity (SPA) data [14, 16] recorded via
a watch-type device in the subject’s daily life.
The main contributions of this work are: Firstly, to the best of our
knowledge, it is the first time to introduce a BoBW approach for the
analysis of SPA data, by which a subject’s behaviour can be mapped
into higher representations for further machine learning steps;
secondly, there are no human hand-crafted features designed in the
proposed paradigm, which can be easily implemented without any
specific domain knowledge; thirdly, we investigate the effects of
hyper-parameters of the BoBW approach, e. g., the codebook size
and the assignment number on the performance of the model. The
remainder of this paper is organised as follows: In Section 2, the
related work is introduced and discussed. Section 3 describes the
database, the methods, and the evaluation metrics used in this study.
Experimental results and a discussion are given in Section 4, and
Section 5, respectively. Finally, the conclusion and the suggested
future research directions are drawn in Section 6.
2 RELATEDWORK
In the recent five years, there have been increasingly developing
techniques of signal processing and machine learning for the de-
tection of depression [5, 7, 15, 21, 29, 31]. Stratou et al. studied the
nonverbal behaviour (affect, emotional variability, and motor vari-
ability) for the detection of depression and post-traumatic stress
disorder [29]. In their work, a Naïve Bayes classifier was selected for
making the predictions. Dhall and Goecke introduced a temporally
piece-wise fisher vector approach for depression analysis [7]. In the
work by Chao et al. [5], long short-term memory recurrent neural
networks (LSTM RNN) were used to extract sequential information
from audio and video features. Pokorny et al. introduced the bag-
of-audio-words (BoAW) approach into the area of speech emotion
recognition [21]. A hybrid system combing the deep convolutional
neural network (DCNN) and deep neural network (DNN) models
was introduced in [31]. Mustafa et al. estimated the heart rate values
from facial videos, by which to form a feature vector to classify the
depressive patients and the healthy control subjects [15]. Generally,
the aforementioned studies had achieved encouraging experimental
results for depression analysis and detection. However, there are
still some limitations: Firstly, recording long-term audio/video data
of the subjects is time-consuming and expensive; secondly, most of
the previous studies relied on human hand-crafted features, which
may need specific domain knowledge. Motivated by the success
of using the SPA data (recorded by the low cost and low energy-
consumption wearable sensors) to model the human behaviour in
daily life [14, 16, 17], and the successful application of the BoAW
approach [23, 25], we introduce, and investigate the efficacy of a
novel BoBW approach for depression detection via the SPA data.
Figure 1: The diagram of the SPA data collection process.
Table 1: The number [#] of instances and participants
(shown in brackets) in each data set.
Train Dev Test Σ
MDD 461 (8) 265 (3) 164 (3) 890 (14)
Healthy 885 (41) 287 (14) 327 (14) 1 499 (69)
Σ 1 346 (49) 552 (17) 491 (17) 2 389 (83)
3 MATERIALS AND METHODS
3.1 Database
This study is approved by the research ethic committees of the
University of Tokyo, Japan, and the Teikyo University, Japan. To-
tally, there are 14 patients with MDD (12 males (M), 2 females (F);
age: 34.0±5.7 years, age range: 22-42 years), and 69 healthy control
subjects (69 M, 0 F; age: 39.3±9.8 years, age range: 23-58 years)
involved. The SPA data of the MDD patients are provided by the
Mizonokuchi Hospital of Teikyo University, Kanagawa, Japan. The
healthy subjects are full-time office workers from the University of
Tokyo, Japan. A watch-type device equipped with an activity moni-
tor (Ruputer ECOLOG, 42 g; Seiko Instruments Inc., Tokyo, Japan),
which is analogous in performance to the commercial actigraph
(Ambulatory Monitors Inc., Ardsley, NY, USA) [14], was used to
record the SPA data (zero-crossing counts accumulated for every one
minute, see Figure 1 and Figure 2) in the daily life of all participants.
Small changes in bodily acceleration (⩾0.01 G/rad/s) can be detected
by this sensor. Therefore, behaviours of the participants can be de-
fined by the SPA data in a long term period (e. g., one week, or one
month). In the phase of data pre-processing, we cut the whole data
recordings of each participant into instances within a same length
of 180min. Specifically, the duration of possible sleep or other non-
activity SPA data were excluded. To make this study feasible in real
practice, we use a rigid subject-independent evaluation method.
The whole database was split into a train, a development (dev), and a
test set, respectively. The number participants, and the same as the
number of instances in each data set, occupies approximately 60 %,
20 %, and 20% of the overall database, respectively (see Table 1).
Taking the imbalanced characteristic of the SPA data distribution
into account, we will use an upsampling technique when training
the model, by which the instances from the scarce class (MDD in
this study) are manually replicated to reach an equal distribution
of all classes.
3.2 Statistical Functionals
The recorded SPA data, i. e., the zero-crossing counts, are the raw
sensor data. In this study, the SPA data are regarded as the low-level
descriptors (LLDs) of the human behaviours, which may reflect the
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Figure 2: An example of the SPA data recorded by a partici-
pant in one day activity.
Table 2: Results (UARs: [%]) achieved by the functionals on
the development and the test sets. ↑ indicates the experi-
ments done on the upsampled data.
UAR [%] Dev Test
61.8 53.6
↑ 67.8 57.6
Table 3: Results (UARs: [%]) achieved by different parame-
ters of the BoBW approach on the development and the test
sets.𝐶𝑠 : Codebook Size; 𝑁𝑎 : Assignment Number. ↑ indicates
the experiments done on the upsampled data.
𝐶𝑠 = 10 50 100 500 1 000
𝑁𝑎 = 1
Dev 58.6 61.4 62.9 62.0 61.2
Test 57.1 54.5 57.9 56.5 58.8
Dev↑ 65.2 67.4 66.5 65.1 65.7
Test↑ 57.7 50.0 57.6 54.8 53.3
𝑁𝑎 = 5
Dev 60.2 61.2 61.5 63.1 60.1
Test 53.9 47.2 47.2 59.3 58.7
Dev↑ 64.5 67.0 67.0 67.0 65.6
Test↑ 52.2 54.2 54.5 57.6 56.8
𝑁𝑎 = 10
Dev 50.0 60.0 61.4 62.1 62.4
Test 50.0 59.1 45.8 56.2 58.5
Dev↑ 50.0 67.1 67.5 67.6 67.1
Test↑ 50.3 55.7 54.8 56.6 58.2
participant’s psychological status. It is reasonable to think that,
the changes of values of LLDs over a given period of time, may
help build the models for learning the participant’s behaviour. We
use the concept of ‘supra-segmental features’ [8], to extract the
information from a time unit. As a kind of human hand-crafted
features, statistical functionals, can map the time series to a scalar
value. Motivated by the work in [14, 22], we extract 9 statistical
functionals from 180min LLDs of each instance. These functionals
are the values of maximum, minimum, mean, range, standard de-
viation, skewness, kurtosis, slope, and bias of the linear regression
approximation for the LLDs over a time unit (180min).
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Figure 3: The general diagram of the proposed BoBW ap-
proach.
3.3 Bag-of-Behaviour-Words Approach
The bag-of-words (BoW) approach is known from natural language
processing [30], which can be referred to the early description
in [12]. Particularly, in the application of speech emotion recogni-
tion [21, 26], and the area of health care [13, 25], the BoAW approach
achieved numerous excellent results. Motivated by the success of
the BoAW method in aforementioned studies, we propose the bad-
of-behaviour-words (BoBW) approach. The general diagram of the
BoBW approach is shown in Figure 3. In the BoBW approach, the
SPA data (in 180min) will be firstly divided into frames within a
length of 10min, and an overlap of 5min of each neighbour. These
frame-based LLDs will be put into a phase of vector quantisation
(VQ), which is done by using a codebook of template LLDs (‘be-
haviour words’) learnt previously from the training data. Usually,
K-means clustering is employed for the codebook generation [19].
However, similar results can be reached by random sampling [24]
following the initialisation step of K-means++ clustering [2], in
which the far-off LLDs are prioritised for the iterative selection
of the cluster centroids. The 𝑁𝑎 words with the lowest Euclidean
distance are considered instead of assigning each LLD only to the
most similar word in the codebook, which was demonstrated to
improve the robustness of the method [26]. The term-frequency
histogram is generated by counting the term-frequencies, i. e., the
number of each behaviour word that has been chosen as the nearest
neighbour for the LLDs in one SPA instance. Finally, the logarithm
(with a bias of one) is taken from the word frequencies in order to
compress the range of values in the resulting histogram.
3.4 Support Vector Machines
In this study, we use the popular and standard machine learning
model, i. e., support vector machines (SVM) [6] as the classifier. For
an SVM classifier, the process of training is to find the best hy-
perplane that can maximise the separation between classes. When
making a decision, the instances will be mapped onto a multi-
dimensional space firstly, and the predictions are given based on
which side of the gap these instances fall onto.
3.5 Evaluation Metrics
As a general evaluationmetric in this study, the unweighted average
recall (UAR) [28], i. e., the averaged recall of each class, is used due
to the imbalanced characteristic of the SPA data distribution (see
Table 1). Besides, some other metrics, including accuracy, sensitivity,
specificity, precision, recall, F1-measure, and the area under the curve
(AUC) of the receiver operating characteristic will be provided. To
give the significance level test when comparing results, a one-tailed
𝑧-test is used.
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Table 4: Other evaluation metrics ([%]) achieved by the best models based on the functionals and the BoBW approaches on the
test set. ↑ indicates the experiments done on the upsampled data.
Accuracy Sensitivity Specificity Precision Recall F1-measure AUC
func. 61.7 29.3 78.0 40.0 29.3 33.8 44.8
BoBW 66.0 39.0 79.5 48.9 39.0 43.4 37.8
𝑝-value - 𝑝 < .05 - 𝑝 < .005 𝑝 < .05 𝑝 < .001 𝑝 < .05
func.↑ 59.1 53.0 62.1 41.2 53.0 46.4 59.9
BoBW↑ 63.1 43.3 73.1 44.7 43.3 44.0 64.2
𝑝-value - 𝑝 < .05 𝑝 < .002 - 𝑝 < .05 - -
Table 5: Confusion matrices (normalised: [%]) of the best models based on the functionals and the BoBW approaches on the
test set. ↑ indicates the experiments done on the upsampled data.
(a) func.
Pred -> MDD Healthy
MDD 29.3 70.7
Healthy 22.0 78.0
(b) BoBW
Pred -> MDD Healthy
MDD 39.0 61.0
Healthy 20.5 79.5
(c) func.↑
Pred -> MDD Healthy
MDD 53.0 47.0
Healthy 37.9 62.1
(d) BoBW↑
Pred -> MDD Healthy
MDD 43.3 56.7
Healthy 26.9 73.1
4 EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
4.1 Experimental Setup
The statistical functionals were extracted in an environment of
Matlab R2018b by MathWorks (Natick, MA, USA). For the BoBW
approach, we use the openXBOW toolkit [27]. The popular open
source toolkit LIBSVM [4] was used to implement the SVM clas-
sifier. The kernels of the SVM classifier were selected from linear,
polynomial, sigmoid, and radial basis function (RBF). The 𝐶-value
for the SVM classifier was optimised by a grid-search strategy from
{10−5, 10−4, . . . , 104, 105}. All the hyper-parameters of the classifiers
were optimised on the development set, and applied to the test set.
For the random sampling of the LDDs in BoBW, we used the de-
fault random seed in the openXBOW toolkit. In this study, we also
investigated the effects of hyper-parameters of the BoBW approach
by setting the codebook size (𝐶𝑠 ), and the assignment number (𝑁𝑎)
from a grid of {10, 50, 100, 500, 1 000}, and {1, 5, 10}, respectively.
Both of the features by the method of functionals and BoBW, are
standardised to eliminate outliers before fed into the SVM classifier.
4.2 Results
The experimental results (UARs, in [%]) achieved by the function-
als and the BoBW approaches are shown in Table 2, and Table 3,
respectively. The results for the development set are the ones of the
optimised models. We can find that, by upsampling, the final perfor-
mance of the model in the development set can be improved in most
of the cases. Without upsampling, BoBW (within an UAR of 59.3 %)
can outperform functionals (within an UAR of 53.6 %) significantly
(𝑝 < .05, one-tailed 𝑧-test). On one hand, upsampling helps enhance
the performance of the funtionals on both of the development and
the test sets. On the other hand, the best performance of the BoBW
method has a slight decrease (from 59.3 % to 58.2 % of UAR) on the
test set. Table 4 illustrates some other metrics for evaluation of
the models. Generally, the proposed BoBW approach outpefroms
the functionals when looking at the accuracy. The BoBW-based
model reaches 66.0 % of the accuracy without upsampling while the
functionals-based model gets 61.7 %. For most of the other metrics
(except the specificity and the AUC), BoBW shows its better perfor-
mance than functionals when using the original data. Nevertheless,
this superior characteristic of BoBW to functionals will not be last-
ing when using the upsampled data. The confusion matrices of the
best results achieved by the functionals and the BoBW approaches
are given in Table 5. It can be found that, for both of the two meth-
ods, i. e., functionals and BoBW, upsampling can improve the recall
of MDD. However, the corresponding recall of the healthy control
will be decreased by adding more MDD instances.
5 DISCUSSION
Feature engineering is an essential step in conventional machine
learning framework. Nevertheless, designing efficient and robust
features for specific tasks is usually expensive, tedious, and time-
consuming. It is encouraging to find that, the proposed BoBW
approach performs well in detection of MDD via the SPA data even
in an extremely imbalanced data distribution scenario. In addition,
compared with the conventional human hand-crafted features, i. e.,
the functionals, the BoBW has a better performance in this study.
Particularly, one consistent finding in the results of the current
work is that, the traditional functionals are more vulnerable to
the imbalanced data distribution than the BoBW when using the
data without upsampling. However, we should note that, the hyper-
parameters of the BoBW approach, i. e., the codebook size and the
assignment number, do really have effects on the final performance
(see Table 3). Currently, these hyper-parameters are tuned empir-
ically, which depends on specific tasks, or applications. To this
end, one direction of future study could be exploring some auto-
matic methods on setting suitable hyper-parameters for the BoBW
approach. When evaluating other metrics, we may find that, for
both of the functionals and the BoBW, accuracy and specificity are
promising (see Table 4). However, sensitivity, precision, recall, and
F1-measure, are still lacking on an improvement. One reasonable
explanation could be that, current database contains very limited
instances from MDD patients, which may lead the trained models
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perform better in excluding the healthy control rather than detect-
ing the MDD patients. This could also be a reason why the recall
of MDD can be improved when adding some more MDD instances
by upsampling (see Table 5). The AUC of the model trained by the
functionals is better than the one trained by the BoBW without
data upsampling (see Table 4). After data upsampling, the BoBW
outperforms the functionals with a best AUC (0.642, see Table 4)
achieved in this study. Therefore, in future work, we may consider
involving more advanced data augmentation methods to improve
the baseline.
6 CONCLUSION
In this study, we proposed a novel BoBW approach for detection of
MDD from the SPA data recorded in the subject’s daily life. There
were no human hand-crafted features involved in the paradigm,
i. e., higher representations were extracted from the raw SPA data
via the BoBW approach in an unsupervised scenario. Experimental
results demonstrated the efficacy of the proposed method, which
might benefit the development of a smart device in terms of using
the SPA data for screening and monitoring the MDD patients. In
future work, we will investigate more advanced features extracted
from the deep learning models combined with the BoBW approach.
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